Syntactic information contains structures and rules about how text sentences are arranged. Incorporating syntax into text modeling methods can potentially benefit both representation learning and generation. Variational autoencoders (VAEs) are deep generative models that provide a probabilistic way to describe observations in the latent space. When applied to text data, the latent representations are often unstructured. We propose syntax-aware variational autoencoders (SAVAEs) that dedicate a subspace in the latent dimensions dubbed syntactic latent to represent syntactic structures of sentences. SAVAEs are trained to infer syntactic latent from either text inputs or parsed syntax results as well as reconstruct original text with inferred latent variables. Experiments show that SAVAEs are able to achieve lower reconstruction loss on four different data sets. Furthermore, they are capable of generating examples with modified target syntax.
Introduction
Deep generative models, such as variational autoencoders (VAEs) (Kingma and Welling 2013; Rezende and Mohamed 2015) and generative adversarial networks (GANs) (Goodfellow et al. 2014) , have made impressive advances in vision tasks (Radford, Metz, and Chintala 2015; Gregor et al. 2015; Mansimov et al. 2015) . Among the two, VAE introduces a practical training technique for deep neural network generative models with latent variables. They assume the following data generation process: a latent representation is generated from a given distribution, then an output is sampled from a distribution parameterized by a neural decoder conditioned on the latent representation. Variational inference is used to approximate the true posterior distribution with a deep inference network and training of the whole system is enabled through simple stochastic gradient descent (SGD) (Robbins and Monro 1985) .
Recent attempts on using VAEs for generic text generation (Bowman et al. 2016; Xiao, Zhao, and Wang 2018; show promising results but it remains a challenging task as the models are required to capture complex semantic structures underlying sentences. Due to the smoothness of the latent space, one advantage of applying VAE on text generation is that the model is able to generate text examples from continuous samples or even interpolations in the latent space. However, latent representations are often unstructured. It is hard to assign physical meanings to latent space dimensions and their roles during the generation process are often entangled. Semi-supervised VAEs , to some extent, attack this issue by considering categorical attributes of sentences as latent variables. also adopt a similar approach and add extra discriminators to encourage generation of text with specified attributes. These methods work well when the targeted attributes are in the forms of simple distributions such as Gaussian or categorical distributions. When the attribute of interest is of discrete structures, these methods are not directly applicable.
Syntactic structures (e.g. constituency parses) are inherent structured attributes of any given text sentences. In the context of natural language understanding (NLU) and generation (NLG), syntax-awareness generally can be either incorporated in encoders to improve representation learning and other downstream tasks (Bastings et al. 2017; Li et al. 2018; Strubell et al. 2018) , or added to decoders to restrict generated text to conform to given syntactic structures. In the second case, one approach is to explicitly add structure restrictions during the generation process Kusner, Paige, and Hernández-Lobato 2017; Rabinovich, Stern, and Klein 2017; Yin and Neubig 2017) . This requires predefined grammar rules for the model to impose correct restrictions. Another approach is to encode syntactic forms into dense representations and feed them to the decoders to bias generation (Iyyer et al. 2018 ). This approach has the benefit of not relying on predefined grammars but has the drawback of requiring target syntax to perform generation.
In this paper, we propose a syntax-aware variational autoencoder (SAVAE) that dedicates a subspace in the latent dimensions to represent syntactic structures. The model is able to make inference of this syntactic latent variable from either text inputs or any given surface syntactic forms. The syntactic latent variable is fed into the decoder to guide the generation process. We conduct experiments on four data sets and find our proposed approach improves reconstruction compared to models without syntax-awareness. Further arXiv:1908.09964v1 [cs.CL] 27 Aug 2019
analyses show that our model is also able to infer syntactic structures from input sentences for short documents as well as generate text that conforms to specified syntax. In summary, our major contributions are:
• We present a syntax-aware variational autoencoder that utilizes and encodes syntactic information of input text.
• We empirically show that syntax-awareness helps the proposed model to achieve better reconstruction on four data sets.
• Our model is able to infer syntactic structures from input sentences for short documents as well as generate text with modified syntax.
Related Work
In this section, we review VAE for text modeling and efforts on syntax-aware text generation.
Variational Autoencoder
Variational autoencoders (VAEs) (Kingma and Welling 2013; Rezende and Mohamed 2015) are deep generative models that are composed with encoder and decoder networks. An input example is encoded into a latent representation before getting reconstructed back from the latent space. Since its proposal, VAE has been widely adopted as generative model for images (Gregor et al. 2015; Mansimov et al. 2015) . There are studies of variational inference on other tasks such as machine translation (Zhang et al. 2016) , knowledge graph reasoning Chen et al. 2018) , topic modeling (Srivastava and Sutton 2017) , and dialogue systems (Serban et al. 2017; Zhao, Zhao, and Eskenazi 2017) . Bowman et al. (2016) first explore the use of VAE for text modeling. They uncover the training difficulties when using long short-term memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997) decoders to reconstruct text inputs. They find that the training often collapses to ignore the latent variable and reconstruct text sequences using only a language model. They propose to use annealing scheme and word dropping to ease the issue. Miao, Yu, and Blunsom (2016) apply variational autoencoder on bag-of-word representations of documents. Improvements are made but the model is not able to generate text sequences. argue that the training difficulties are mainly due to the use of strong LSTM decoders. They adopt dilated convolutional neural networks (Yu and Koltun 2016) as decoders and observe improvements over LSTM decoders. couple VAE with discriminators to encourage the generated text to have certain specified attributes. They experiment with sentiment and tense attributes and show their model is able to perform controlled text generation. Xiao, Zhao, and Wang (2018) use a Dirichlet latent variable to represent document topic distributions and show it enhances reconstruction and representation learning abilities of VAE. This paper focuses on utilizing syntactic information in a VAE model to help improve text modeling and generation.
Syntax-Aware Text Generation
Syntax-awareness is beneficial for many NLU tasks (Strubell et al. 2018; Li et al. 2018) . For text generation, there are also various efforts on restricting output syntax. One approach is to incorporate structure restrictions explicitly into the generative model (Kusner, Paige, and Hernández-Lobato 2017; . For example, Kusner, Paige, and Hernández-Lobato (2017) propose a grammar variational autoencoder in which context-free grammars are incorporated into the decoder to generate valid molecule structures. This line of work makes use of grammar rules to enforce syntax validity during generation. Iyyer et al. (2018) experiment syntax control in the context of paraphrase generation. Target syntactic form is encoded and fed into the paraphrase generator to bias the generation. Grammar rules are no longer required but one drawback of this method is that target syntactic structures have to be provided during training and testing. There is no way to infer most probable structures. In this study, we propose a VAE model that is not only able to generate text with guidance of target syntax, but also capable of making inference of possible syntactic structures if none is provided.
Another closely related research field is controllable text generation. The efforts on separating text contents from other attributes such as sentiment and writing style have surged drastically since the introduction of sequence-tosequence architectures used for natural language generation (NLG). Particularly, the research on learning style transfer from non-parallel text data is gaining attention (Mueller, Gifford, and Jaakkola 2017; Shen et al. 2017; Fu et al. 2018; . Our work shares a similar spirit but focuses on imposing discrete sequence structures to the generated text.
Methods
We introduce syntax-aware variational autoencoders (SAVAEs) for text modeling. The proposed model aims to improve text VAE by incorporating syntactic information at training time. Ideally, the model not only could utilize the provided syntax in training, but also has the capability to generate new examples with or without syntax supervision at inference time. In other words, when receiving a new sentence input, the VAE model is capable of: 1. reconstructing the sentence with or without original syntactic form; 2. inferring syntax from the input text; 3. controlling the structure of the generated text by feeding target syntactic form.
Model Overview
We build our model based on the variational inference framework which has been used for text modeling (Bowman et al. 2016) . The vanilla VAE generates sentencex conditioned on the latent representation z. Conditional generation in the VAE context normally takes the form of either conditional VAE (CVAE) (Sohn, Lee, and Yan 2015) or semisupervised VAE . CVAE requires the condition to be present both in training and testing. Semisupervised VAE, on the other hand, models the conditions z < l a t e x i t s h a 1 _ b a s e 6 4 = " 6 N g / g 7 W Q m 6 + 4 j 7 U B K B 8 s f h t M w m w = " > A A A B 8 X i c b V B N S 8 N A F H y p X 7 V + V T 1 6 W S y C p 5 K I o M e i F 4 8 V b C u 2 o W y 2 L + 3 S z S b s b o Q a + i + 8 e F D E q / / G m / / G T Z u D t g 4 s D D P v s f M m S A T X x n W / n d L K 6 t r 6 R n m z s r W 9 s 7 t X 3 T 9 o 6 z h V D F s s F r G 6 D 6 h G w S W 2 D D c C 7 x O F N A o E d o L x d e 5 3 H l F p H s s 7 M 0 n Q j + h Q 8 p A z a q z 0 0 I u o G Q V h 9 j T t V 2 t u 3 Z 2 B L B O v I D U o 0 O x X v 3 q D m K U R S s M E 1 b r r u Y n x M 6 o M Z w K n l V 6 q M a F s T I f Y t V T S C L W f z R J P y Y l V B i S M l X 3 S k J n 6 e y O j k d a T K L C T e U K 9 6 O X i f 1 4 3 N e G l n 3 G Z p A Y l m 3 8 U p o K Y m O T n k w F X y I y Y W E K Z 4 j Y r Y S O q K D O 2 p I o t w V s 8 e Z m 0 z + q e 5 b f n t c Z V U U c Z j u A Y T s G D C 2 j A D T S h B Q w k P M M r v D n a e X H e n Y / 5 a M k p d g 7 h D 5 z P H w B U k R 4 = < / l a t e x i t > < l a t e x i t s h a 1 _ b a s e 6 4 = " 6 N g / g 7 W Q m 6 + 4 j 7 U B K B 8 s f h t M w m w = " > A A A B 8 X i c b V B N S 8 N A F H y p X 7 V + V T 1 6 W S y C p 5 K I o M e i F 4 8 V b C u 2 o W y 2 L + 3 S z S b s b o Q a + i + 8 e F D E q / / G m / / G T Z u D t g 4 s D D P v s f M m S A T X x n W / n d L K 6 t r 6 R n m z s r W 9 s 7 t X 3 T 9 o 6 z h V D F s s F r G 6 D 6 h G w S W 2 D D c C 7 x O F N A o E d o L x d e 5 3 H l F p H s s 7 M 0 n Q j + h Q 8 p A z a q z 0 0 I u o G Q V h 9 j T t V 2 t u 3 Z 2 B L B O v I D U o 0 O x X v 3 q D m K U R S s M E 1 b r r u Y n x M 6 o M Z w K n l V 6 q M a F s T I f Y t V T S C L W f z R J P y Y l V B i S M l X 3 S k J n 6 e y O j k d a T K L C T e U K 9 6 O X i f 1 4 3 N e G l n 3 G Z p A Y l m 3 8 U p o K Y m O T n k w F X y I y Y W E K Z 4 j Y r Y S O q K D O 2 p I o t w V s 8 e Z m 0 z + q e 5 b f n t c Z V U U c Z j u A Y T s G D C 2 j A D T S h B Q w k P M M r v D n a e X H e n Y / 5 a M k p d g 7 h D 5 z P H w B U k R 4 = < / l a t e x i t > < l a t e x i t s h a 1 _ b a s e 6 4 = " 6 N g / g 7 W Q m 6 + 4 j 7 U B K B 8 s f h t M w m w = " > A A A B 8 X i c b V B N S 8 N A F H y p X 7 V + V T 1 6 W S y C p 5 K I o M e i F 4 8 V b C u 2 o W y 2 L + 3 S z S b s b o Q a + i + 8 e F D E q / / G m / / G T Z u D t g 4 s D D P v s f M m S A T X x n W / n d L K 6 t r 6 R n m z s r W 9 s 7 t X 3 T 9 o 6 z h V D F s s F r G 6 D 6 h G w S W 2 D D c C 7 x O F N A o E d o L x d e 5 3 H l F p H s s 7 M 0 n Q j + h Q 8 p A z a q z 0 0 I u o G Q V h 9 j T t V 2 t u 3 Z 2 B L B O v I D U o 0 O x X v 3 q D m K U R S s M E 1 b r r u Y n x M 6 o M Z w K n l V 6 q M a F s T I f Y t V T S C L W f z R J P y Y l V B i S M l X 3 S k J n 6 e y O j k d a T K L C T e U K 9 6 O X i f 1 4 3 N e G l n 3 G Z p A Y l m 3 8 U p o K Y m O T n k w F X y I y Y W E K Z 4 j Y r Y S O q K D O 2 p I o t w V s 8 e Z m 0 z + q e 5 b f n t c Z V U U c Z j u A Y T s G D C 2 j A D T S h B Q w k P M M r v D n a e X H e n Y / 5 a M k p d g 7 h D 5 z P H w B U k R 4 = < / l a t e x i t > < l a t e x i t s h a 1 _ b a s e 6 4 = " 6 N g / g 7 W Q m 6 + 4 j 7 U B K B 8 s f h t M w m w = " > A A A B 8 X i c b V B N S 8 N A F H y p X 7 V + V T 1 6 W S y C p 5 K I o M e i F 4 8 V b C u 2 o W y 2 L + 3 S z S b s b o Q a + i + 8 e F D E q / / G m / / G T Z u D t g 4 s D D P v s f M m S A T X x n W / n d L K 6 t r 6 R n m z s r W 9 s 7 t X 3 T 9 o 6 z h V D F s s F r G 6 D 6 h G w S W 2 D D c C 7 x O F N A o E d o L x d e 5 3 H l F p H s s 7 M 0 n Q j + h Q 8 p A z a q z 0 0 I u o G Q V h 9 j T t V 2 t u 3 Z 2 B L B O v I D U o 0 O x X v 3 q D m K U R S s M E 1 b r r u Y n x M 6 o M Z w K n l V 6 q M a F s T I f Y t V T S C L W f z R J P y Y l V B i S M l X 3 S k J n 6 e y O j k d a T K L C T e U K 9 6 O X i f 1 4 3 N e G l n 3 G Z p A Y l m 3 8 U p o K Y m O T n k w F X y I y Y W E K Z 4 j Y r Y S O q K D O 2 p I o t w V s 8 e Z m 0 z + q e 5 b f n t c Z V U U c Z j u A Y T s G D C 2 j A D T S h B Q w k P M M r v D n a e X H e n Y / 5 a M k p d g 7 h D 5 z P H w B U k R 4 = < / l a t e x i t > / attributes as latent variables and performs marginalization whenever a variable is not observed during training. However, due to the discrete nature of syntax, we are not able to model it using any of the simple distributions. Therefore the semi-supervised VAE framework described in is not directly applicable.
To model the syntactic information stored in the latent representation, we use an additional latent variable s by making the assumption that syntax surface form y is generated from this particular variable. A simple example of y can be the part-of-speech (POS) tags of the input text. To effectively learn s, we need the surface form syntax y during training. There has to be enough supervision in the training to successfully differentiate s from z. The generation of a sentencex is conditioned on both z and s. Ideally, the syntax ofx should match the information stored in s.
One issue associated with the model is the choice of recognition model for syntactic latent variable s. If we choose to infer s based on both the sentence x and the syntax y, we are constrained to provide both whenever inference is required. In this paper, we employ two recognition models simultaneously. s can be inferred from either x or y independently. This modeling choice not only enables us to infer s when syntax is not available but also makes control with altered syntax possible. Figure 1 illustrates the generative model and two recognition models used in our approach.
The overall model structure is shown in Figure 2 . There are three encoders and two decoders: two of the encoders encode sentence x into latent representations z and s respectively; one encodes syntax y into s; two decoders are used to generate sentencex and syntax surface formŷ respectively. Notice the switch in the diagram. During training, the model randomly selects outputs from Encoder2 and Encoder3 to make inference of s. A semi-supervised learning setting is also possible due to the use of two encoders. It is worth stressing that enough supervision from the original syntax y through Decoder2 is necessary in learning a suitable syntactic latent s.
At test time, whenever y is not available for a specific input sentence x, Encoder2 is used to infer s; we could also choose to use an altered syntax and obtain latent s by feeding the altered syntax through Encoder3. 
Model Structure
In this section, we describe our model in detail, by presenting the learning mechanisms.
There are four variables involved in the model. Text token sequence x = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x T }, syntax token sequence y = {y 1 , y 2 , · · · , y K }, general latent variable z and syntactic latent variable s. z and s are sampled from multivariate Gaussian distributions with their priors being the standard Normal distributions:
where d z and d s denote the dimensions of z and s respectively. A generator G x is used to generate the text tokens x from the combined latent code (z, s):
where x <t denotes the collection of tokens before step t. Similarly, the generative story for syntax surface form involves a decoder G y :
Given an input sentence x and syntax y, probabilistic encoders E z and E s are used to make inference of the latent representations z and s:
where α controls the weights of inferring s from x and y.
When both x and y are observed, the log-likelihood of the 
where D KL (· ·) denotes the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between two distributions. Here, we use mean field approximation to the true posterior distribution p(z, s|x, y) by decomposing the variational distribution as:
Similarly, in the case where only x is observed, the loglikelihood of the marginal distribution is:
Again, mean field approximation is applied on the posterior distribution p(z, s|x). Lower bounds of the data log-likelihood derived in Equation 5,7 are often referred to as evidence lower bounds (EL-BOs). It is obvious that ELBO derived in Equation 7 is exactly the same with the vanilla VAE ELBO. Therefore, the proposed model collapses to a vanilla VAE when no syntax supervision is provided at training time.
Let θ E and θ G denote the parameters of the encoders and decoders respectively. Learning aims to minimize the negative ELBO. Intuitively, it minimizes the reconstruction errors of both x and y at the same time regularizes the variational distributions to be close to the priors.
To draw samples from q(s|x, y), we follow the following procedure:
where Bern(·) is the Bernoulli distribution. KL divergence from the posterior to the prior for latent variable s can be estimated using Monte Carlo estimation as:
log q(s k |x, y) − log p(s k ) (10) with s k drawn from q(s|x, y). The model can be trained end-to-end by back-propagating the loss defined in Equation 8 through all model components. Semi-supervised learning objective can also be derived in a similar manner. In this paper, as the labeling of syntax y is automatic, we apply fully supervised setting in the experiments.
Experiments
We conduct experiments on four different data sets with various input lengths. We use part-of-speech tags of the input sequences as the added syntactic information. We evaluate the model capabilities of reconstructing sentences, inferring syntax from text, and manipulating syntax during generation. In this section, we describe the data sets, detailed setups, and experimental results.
Data Sets
We choose four different data sets in our experiments. The Penn Treebank (PTB) (Marcus, Marcinkiewicz, and Santorini 1993) and the BookCorpus (BC) (Zhu et al. 2015) have relatively short sentences, while Yahoo Answer and Yelp15 review consist of relatively long documents. For BC data set, we randomly sample 200k sentences for training, 10k for validation and 10k for test. Subsets of Yahoo and Yelp data used in ) are adopted. Each subset contains 100k documents for training, 10k for validation and 10k for test. Class labels in Yahoo and Yelp data are not used in the experiments. Statistics of the data sets are summarized in Table 1 .
To obtain syntactic information, we use spaCy v2.0 1 to parse all data examples and obtain part-of-speech (POS) tags. The POS sequences are considered as syntax inputs in all experiments.
Experiment Settings
Input vocabulary is capped at 20k. Input embedding size is 200 for text tokens and 50 for syntax tokens. Singlelayer LSTM models are employed in all encoders and decoders. Hidden sizes for Encoder1, Encoder2, and Decoder1 (refer to Figure 2) Decoder1 state is initialized with z; syntactic latent s is concatenated to inputs at each decoding step. We also experiment initialization and step feeding with both latent variables, but the results are similar. Decoder2 is initialized with s and no step feeding is applied. The probabilities of inferring s from Encoder2 and Encoder3 during training are set to 0.5 each.
Models are trained with Adam (Kingma and Ba 2014) with learning rate [1e-3, 3e-3]. β 1 , β 2 , are kept to default values specified in the original paper. No further parameter tuning is conducted. We use batch size of 64 for PTB and BC, 32 for Yahoo and Yelp data sets. Maximum training epoch is 24 across all experiments. We apply a linear scheduling to anneal the KL weight from 0 to 1.
Language Modeling Results
Language modeling results are shown in Table 2 . As different ELBOs are used in training, We only report the reconstruction negative log-likelihood (NLL) and the perplexity (PPL) on the test data. A lower NLL and PPL indicates the model is better at reconstructing the input sentences which also shows superior generation quality.
We compare with LSTM language model (LSTM-LM) (Mikolov et al. 2011 ), LSTM-VAE (Bowman et al. 2016 , and dilated convolutional VAE (CNN-VAE) . For SAVAE, original syntactic information is not fed into the model during evaluation. Syntactic latent s is inferred from input text x only, therefore the comparison is fair. We also consider two simple syntax-aware baselines:
• SA Baseline 1: syntax token embeddings are concatenated with text token embeddings and a single LSTM encoder is used to encode them into z. For fair comparison, we double the latent code size for this baseline. • SA Baseline 2: syntactic latent variable s is always inferred from x during training. This is equivalent to setting α = 1 in Equation 4. Theoretically, as syntactic information has to be present in both training and evaluation, SA baseline 1 should outperform other models.
From Table 2 approach is agnostic to decoder structures and can be applied on top of CNN-VAE as well. Interestingly, LSTM-SAVAE outperforms syntax-aware baseline 1 on PTB and BC data sets possibly due to a better generalization for shorter documents. SA baseline 2 have similar or slightly worse performances across the board compared to LSTM-SAVAE. This indicates that syntactic latent variable s can be inferred from x, but adding the switch makes the framework more flexible and also slightly improves text construction.
It is worth noting that our model performs better on data sets with shorter document lengths. There are two reasons why this might happen. Firstly for longer sequences, the syntactic structure is harder to capture and store in the latent code s. Because of this, during reconstruction there is less accurate syntactic information provided to the decoder. Secondly, as we adopt an external parser to extract syntactic information from input texts, parsing accuracy for longer sentences is expected to be lower. Therefore the syntactic information used in training is of lower quality which in turn affects the learning of the syntactic latent s.
Quality of Inferred Syntax
With Decoder2 in Figure 2 , the model is capable of reconstructing syntax from latent variable s. In SAVAE, syntactic latent s can be inferred using either the original text x or syntax y. We also train a VAE model on syntax y and use the reconstruction results as a baseline.
INPUT
Now I must return to the lake.
Everything seemed to happen at once.
MEAN
Now I can get to the door. Everyone started to get out of here.
FIX s
Then I can get to the door. Nobody moved to get out of here. Maybe he could go to the ground.
Someone had to be in there. Now I can get to the door.
We've got to go back home.
FIX z
Now, I can do that. Nobody else would have to go. Now I can help you in the morning. Something had to come in here. Can I help you in the house?
Time to go back to bed. As decoding steps do not have direct access to the input tokens, there is no way to enforce the generation length. Therefore, we adopt two evaluation metrics: recall rate at top K and Levenshtein distance instead of position-wise accuracy.
Recall @K is the possibility that the gold syntax is within top K predictions. During generation, we fix the sampling of syntactic latent code s to its mean value and reconstruct using beam search. Beam size is set to 10 and we keep the top 10 predictions at the end.
Levenshtein distance (edit distance) measures the number of insertions, deletions, and substitutions needed to transform a string to another. We obtain the best prediction from beam search and compare to the gold syntax. The algorithm used is proposed by (Hyyrö 2001) . Lower is better.
Evaluations are conducted on the BC test data due to its shorter document lengths compared to other three data sets. The results are listed in Table 3 . It is interesting to see that training a VAE on y itself does not provide a better reconstruction of y. With the proposed model, the reconstructed syntax is more accurate when inferring syntactic latent s from y. When inferring s from text input x, the accuracy of the predicted syntax is lower but still reasonably good.
Model Analysis
In this section, we evaluate model behaviors by analyzing generated samples in different settings.
Reconstruction
The model is able to reconstruct texts by firstly encoding inputs into latent space and decoding based on the samples from the posterior distributions of z and s. Three different settings are considered: (1) MEAN: use mean values of the posteriors to do reconstruction; (2) FIX s: fix s to the mean and sample z from its posterior; (3) FIX z: fix z to the mean and sample s from its posterior. Table 4 shows two examples of reconstruction results. We can observe from the examples that when fixing s to the mean, all reconstructed sentences have exactly the same or very similar sentence structures. When reconstructing from samples of s, there are more variations in syntax.
Further analysis is done to quantify the diversity of generated text sentences with respect to their syntactic structures. In addition to the settings mentioned above, the standard setting (STD.) where both latent codes are sampled is also considered. We use spaCy to parse the reconstructed sentences and compute the average number of diverse syntactic structures out of ten samples. Standard setting with VAE is also added for comparison.
Average numbers of unique syntactic structures in all four settings are listed in Table 5 . In general, SAVAE generates sentences with lower syntax diversity. Specifically, syntactic latent variable s has a strong control over the structures of the generated sentences. When fixing s, there are on average only 5.1 different syntactic structures out of 10 samples, compared to 8.6 in the standard setting and 8.2 when fixing z and sample s.
Syntactic Latent Space
To better understand the syntactic latent space, we visualize the syntactic latent s on the BC test set using t-SNE (Maaten and Hinton 2008). s is inferred from input text x. Figure 3 shows a scatter plot of t-SNE embeddings of the latent s. Darker colors indicate shorter input sentences. Embeddings with certain ground-truth POS tag sequences are labeled in red. We can see that for input texts with exactly the same POS tags, the model learns to map them into almost identical points in the syntactic latent space. For texts with similar POS sequences, they are close together in the syntactic latent space.
Syntax Modification
A key advantage of the proposed model is that syntactic latent can be inferred from either input text or syntactic information. This makes modifications of sentence structures possible. We can control the structures of generated sentences by simply feeding the preferred syntactic form y. We can observe that sentences with similar POS tags obtain similar latent syntax s. All test sentences with the given POS sequences are shown in the figure. Best viewed with color.
We conduct a probing experiment to quantify this particular capability of the proposed model. We select all test examples in the BC data set where exactly one verb type is detected with the parser. There are 5,776 examples satisfying this requirement. While keeping text inputs the same, we construct five different sets of syntax inputs by replacing all verb types tagged by the parser with [VBD, VBZ, VBP, VBG, VBN]. Syntax modification is accomplished by inferring latent code s from the modified syntax inputs and generating sentences conditioned on it. Figure 4 shows the number of examples with each verb type in the original non-modified test subset compared to the reconstructed set with modified verb types. In the ideal case where total control is achieved, all generated examples should have the specified verb type. Although reconstructions are not perfectly modified for every verb types, the model shows its capability of generating text samples according to specified syntax. Table 6 shows one example of reconstruction with five different modifications. We can see that modifications with VBD, VBG, VBZ, and VBP are (at least partially) successful. It is also interesting to see how the model is trying to generate a VBN in the third example "His mother was unk" but fails to find a proper verb.
Conclusions
In this study, we propose a VAE-based deep generative model for text modeling that systematically incorporates syntactic structures within the variational inference framework. The model learns a meaningful latent subspace to store syntactic information. The learned syntactic latent variable is used to guide generation of sentences towards the encoded syntactic form. Empirical experiments show that syntax-awareness helps the model achieve lower text reconstruction errors on four data sets. Furthermore, the model is able to reliably predict syntactic structures from short sentences. It is also capable of generating sentences that conform to modified syntactic structures. The same framework can be applied to model objects with any structured attributes.
